2014 Tournament Recap
September 9, 2014
TOC Weekend Recap
Could we have dialed up and more beautiful weather? Wow! Really lucky compared to past
weather and Woman Lake sure showed the type of stringers that could be had for anglers. Penta
Bass really opened our eyes to a serious hawg with the 6.40lb smallie on Saturday, so awesome and
definitely is the high mark for a bass in the WBT – could be for years to come. Wait to write your
names into the history book Mike Dippel and Jared Simon.
There was a lot of jockeying for points leading into the weekend and changing up after Day 1. This
was no different for Day 2 but the result as indicated earlier was The DD’s – congrats!
Congratulations to Team of the Year The Double D’s!!
Congratulations to Dane Dornbush and Dan Lindahl, The Double D’s, on being the 2014 Walser
Bass Tour Team of the Year! For the past 4 tournaments, you prevailed and then punched the gas
during the TOC to not only grab 1st place at Woman Lake but clinching the prestigious team of the
year honor in this our 4 th year of the WBT! Congratulations on your season long efforts and being
written into the books!
Thank You’s!
A big thanks to Jay Masters and Walser for reserving an awesome setting on Woman Lake and
contributing $1,000 to the stay!
Thank you to the Director Jesse Larson for organizing the food and capturing our season’s fun on
film and highlighting on Facebook.
Thanks to my longtime fishing buddy and fellow Director Jeremie Larson for his tireless and
perhaps thankless job of weighing all the fish after each tourney and organizing the money.
Dan Krocak has been a big help along the way administratively and support for me.
Rocky Novak who has filled in the dry erase board for tournaments too.
Lucas Matzke and Clam for providing Rod Slicks to the members.
End of Year Results and Pictures!
Actual website results will go up over the next week or so however attached to the email are 4 files
that call out Individual Tournaments Results, TOC Results (Day 1 and Day 2), and Overall Summary
Results. Jesse Larson has already posted numerous pictures to the WBT Facebook page. If you have
others big fish pics on your phones – and there were a lot of big fish - please forward them to him
and or I and we will incorporate into both media spaces.

